Modernize your business workflow
Empower users to lead the digital revolution with a refreshed, secure and powerful PC fleet.
New OptiPlex desktops with the latest Intel® Core vPro™ processors provide a platform of built-in solutions to unlock
the ultimate enterprise-class computing experience.

Major productivity gains
Up to 65% faster multi-tasking1 and
up to 50% better productivity2 than a
5 year old system.

Lockdown your endpoints
Intel® Authenticate and Dell ControlVaultTM
provide a robust multifactor hardware
security solution that reduces exposure
to software-level attacks3.
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Effortless collaboration
Intel Unite® enables faster
meetings in smarter spaces with
OptiPlex Micro.
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Game-changing flexibility
Reach ALL your systems, even when out
of band. Update once and update
everywhere. Only Dell offers one-to-many
capabilities with The Dell Command |
Intel® vProTM Out of Band console4.
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Optimized for Windows 10
Experience full-performance, sleek desktop
form factors without compromise. Brilliant
touch-enabled OptiPlex All-in-Ones provide
immersive interaction, optimizing
workspace and your IT investment.

Source: Intel® 2017 - As measured by SEG572, which is an office productivity and multitasking workload using Word (save to PDF), Excel (recalc), PowerPoint (slide sort), and
NXPower Lite Desktop (to shrink contents with office documents, kind of like compression), all while playing video in the background (simulating the watching of a business training
or webcast).
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Source: Intel® 2017 - As measured by an overall score of SYSmark* 2014, which is a benchmark from the BAPCo* consortium that measures the performance of Windows* platforms.
SYSmark tests three usage scenarios, including office productivity, media creation and data/financial analysis using real applications from independent software vendors.
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Intel® Authenticate is complementary to Dell security solutions, requiring application download: https://downloadcenter.intel.com/download/26501/?v=t

Source: Based on June 2014 Principled Technologies report commissioned by Dell, “Remote Notebook Management: Dell Extensions Supporting Intel vPro Technology and Dell Integration
Pack 3.1”.
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To learn more about Dell OptiPlex powered by Intel® vPro™ visit dell.com/OptiPlex

